INTRODUCTION
A perturbation method which allows one to find the distribution function and the beam size for a broad class of storage ring nonlinear problems is described in Part I of this work.' In present note I apply this method to a particular problem. Namely, I want to evaluate an enhancement of the vertical beam size of a bunch due to the presence in the ring of nonlinear magnetic fields. Main part of the work (Sections 3, 4 and 5) deals with sextupole magnets. Formula for the beam size in the presence of octupole fields are also developed to the first order in the octupole strength (Section 7), although octupole magnets are not widely used in present storage ring designs. This calculation is done mainly because the octupole field has the same symmetry as the beam-beam force for the head-on collision. This will give us the opportunity to compare the conduct of the bunch due to this two types of nonlinear kicks.
The general terms of the applicability of the Green's function method is discussed in the first part of this work. For the actual problem considered here, the method should be applicable in the wide range of machine parameters. The only exceptions are regions of the tune diagram close to the lines of the nonlinear * Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract resonances exited by the nonlinear forces. The vertical size of the bunch calculated here is presented as the power series in sextupole strength parameter.
If we consider the beam size in function of the machine tune, the curve will correctly describe the size enhancement only if tune is not too close to a resonance. In immediate vicinity of the resonance the beam size will deviate from correct value, since here breaks the assumption put into the base of the calculation. Namely, the perturbed distribution function will deviate strongly from its unperturbed value. The perturbation theory cannot be used near the resonance and other methods are needed to treat the problem.
On the other hand, far from resonance the assumption is valid and the method gives an estimate of the perturbed beam size. Since the increase in the beam size is an unwanted effect, it should be kept as small as possible. In principle, the derived formulae give an opportunity to develop such distribution of sextupole magnets around the ring, that will produce the minimum beam size enhancement and hence the 'best' ring performance. For reader's convenience I reproduce in Section 2 the general formulae for the distribution function and the beam size derived in Part I to which I refer the reader for details and definitions.
In Section 6 one finds a numerical example of the beam enhancement due to the presence of sextupole magnets in PEP storage ring.
PERTURBATION FORCE OF A NONLINEAR MAGNET
To describe a particle motion in a storage ring we use the 4 (u' zz du/d$) for the horizontal and V, 0 (TJ' = dv/dO) for the vertical planes respectively. The sudden change in the particle velocity by a passage through a nonlinear magnet ('kick') in these variables is connected to the kick in variables zr and y by the following relationship [cf. expressions (5.9) and (5.10) of Part I]: and ka, (u, 4 = 7 fi Fy[W, !@)I 9 P-2)
where v and r are horizontal and vertical tunes of the machine correspondingly.
The simplest way to obtain the dependence of the field component of the k-th pole magnet on coordinate x and y is to use an expansion of the corresponding power of a complex number z: 4 where S is the integrated strength of the magnet, z = x-iy and n = (k/2)-1.3 Thus, for a sextupole Fz = S(x* -y2), Fy = -2Sxy. We get in the variables 21, vu: It is easy to write down similar expressions for any nonlinear magnetic field.
We rewrite now here formulae analogous to (3.8) and (3.9) from Part I for the first and the second order corrections for the distribution function:
?fwi~ 4 = -cl dVo W5, Sk, Vo, sm) v (2.14) m<k 0 and where V = (u, u', v, v') and V, = (~0, U& vu, z#, are points in a four-dimensional phase space of the transverse motion, 2.16) and is the Green's function as it is discussed in Part I. The summations in expressions (2.14) and (2.15) f or any given 'moment' Sk are performed over all the 'moments' sm < Sk at which a particle experiences a kick from the side of a nonlinear element in the lattice. cZ and 6I are the horizontal and the vertical unperturbed emittances of the bunch.
The reader has noticed that in order to avoid excessive indexing the tunes of the machine are denoted u and r for horizontal and vertical planes respectively. In the same manner CY and S mean the corresponding damping constants.
It is worth to mention also, that average value of both $1 and $9 over whole phase space is zero. This follows from the fact, that there is no particle loss and the normalization of Q should be 1. On the other hand the normalization of $0 is also 1. Certainly, the same can be found by a direct integration of $1 over VI in expression (2.14) and $9 over V in expression (2.15).
Tedious but straightforward calculations show that both v and V' are zeros by averaging over $1 and $2.
ENHANCEMENT OF THE VERTICAL EMITTANCE DUE TO SEXTUPOLE FIELD
The perturbed distribution function $J = $0 + $1 + $2 which is found in the previous section allows us to calculate the perturbed beam emittances. As an example, I will perform the calculations for a vertical beam emittance Ey:
Since the distribution function 9 is found in the form of a series expansion, the vertical beam emittance Ey is also an expansion. The zeroth order term of this series is the unperturbed beam emittance Q,. It is easy to see that due to symmetry of the sextupole field, the first order term in Ey is zero. Hence
where Here s denotes 4 in G, and 0 in G, respectively. It is simplier to perform the space integrations first over V, then over VI and at last over Vi.
The integral of ZJ~ over V is the second Green's function moment P2 = pu + p$$ + p$12 + 2p3qv{, which has been evaluated in Appendix B of part I1 [see formulae (B.12) through (B.15) for coefficients pi(e)]. The second Green's function moment (of vn) &2 = qo + qfv; + q$i2 + 2qplpIi is found in Appendix B of Part II4 [ see formulae (B.10) through (B.13) for coefficients qi(6)]. Since neither P2, nor 92 depend on u{, only the term containing FY contributes to the integral over VI. In addition to this, only terms in P2 and &2 which depend on V[ contribute to the value of the integral. To see this perform the integration by parts over vi:
Combining formulae (B.14) and (B.15) from' and (B.12) and (B.13) from4 one finds [with the accuracy (S/T)~ 1: p3 + $ = f3 = 6e-26e -Cl -co9 27 ii) / *2 , P-6) where 8 stands for 0~ -ok.
Since FY (~1, q) is proportional to ulq [compare expression (24, the integral over VI is the product of the first moment of G, (PI in the notation of Ref. The last integration in (3.4) The subscript (Ic or m) in the notation of sextupole magnets numbers them in the order in which they are seen by a bunch.
It is easy to check that to the order of (S/T)~: r0 ty+rl+r2T2=0 (3.13)
; + p; + pg2 = 1 . (3.14)
For the sake of completeness I give here also those coefficients ri and pi, which appear in the result: Here again 0 denotes ok -Om.
Substitute now expressions (3.8), (3.9) and (3.13) through (3.18) into (3.12) and get: Since pZeZ = a$, where bZ is horizontal rms size of the bunch, A2 far from any resonance is by the order of magnitude (SC~&)~ or square of the product of ,f3# times the strength of the 'effective quadrupole' Sa,.
Expression (4.4) exhibits resonance behavior close to the lines 27 f u of the (u, 7) plane. One should remember of course, that the validity of expression (4.4) breaks in the vicinity of resonance lines for two reasons. First of all here the change of the distribution function cannot be found by perturbation method. In addition to that, expression (4.4) is calculated with assumption, that all the denominators are not zeros. Discussion of this in more detail can be found in Ref. 4.
ANY NUMBER OF SEXTUPOLES IN THE RING
Consider now the most general case of n arbitrarily positioned sextupoles in the ring. Taking as an example the typical sum over m of cosine terms in expression (3.19), we present it in the following form:
exp(-2ncum -4&n) cos(4nnn + 2num) Here quite arbitrarily the starting sextupole is numbered as Sl. In the first term of expression (5.1) only half pulse at 'time,, zero is taken into account in accord with the summation rule developed in Ref. 4 . Performing some algebra we get:
There are in general n different sums JZT, j = 1,2,. . . , n, similar to RT. They appear, when one consider similar sums starting from the sextupole, positioned at j-th place in the ring. Any sum evaluated for the sextupole shifted by n + 1 positions from the j-th one is equal to the j-th sum: Rj'+, =Rj' . Notice the absence in expression (5.9) of the term proportional to b+ = C" j=l d2)B+. f .I Indeed, it is easy to check, that this quantity is equal to zero. The terms of cP,~ yp t es are of higher order of magnitude in Q and do not enter the final result.
In a similar way one can calculate also the sine type terms in expression 
The quantities a*,O, c* and d**O can be named the (sextupole) distribution factors. For a given ring only the distribution factors change, when parameters of the distribution of the sextupole magnets, i.e. their number, strengths and positions in the ring, are changed. In general there are eight distribution factors altogether.
It is interesting to consider a ring, for which the sextupole distribution is built from the second order achromats.5 The most general conditions sufficient for the sextupole distribution to be the second order achromat is: for & -41 = 2n and em -61 = 27r (or any integer number of 2~'s). Applying this condition to expressions (5.10) through (5.19) we find that the distribution factors are equal zero simultaneously only for integer tunes. That means that for a storage ring build out of the second order achromats the geometric abberations are not zero (in contrast to a transport line).
The reason for the emittance growth in this case is the fact, that for noninteger tune it is impossible to achieve condition when all the subsequent betatron phase advances between any two subsequent sextupoles belonging to the same sextupole family are multiples of an odd number of $9. The system which has zero geometric abberations is still possible. Apart from the integer values of tunes, such a system might be designed for example, by using much longer than one turn period of the sextupole distribution (many turns periodicity).6 The beam emittance enhancement of the same magnitude is found also for other points of the tune diagram which are not too close to the resonance lines 27 f u = integer and u = integer.
The beam increase AQ,/c~ goes as cube of the beta function value at the sextupole positions. Hence its value might be much larger for a larger size ring. The invariance of the result (6.2) under the transformation (5.23) has been confirmed by the numerical calculation. The same technique which was applied to calculate the enhancement of the beam emittance due to sextupole field in the ring can easily be used to evaluate the effect due to octupole field as well. Since the first order term (in the octupole strength parameter) is not zero in this case, I will restrict myself to the first order calculation. Use now expression (2.10) for the perturbation force and (2.14) for the first order correction to the distribution function.
The first order correction to the beam emittance Ey/cy = 1 + A1 is now: A1 = ; k$l / dV (f2~',~24~) + f3v4Tt3) -3f2U2V'?d2) -3f3u2v2T(29 t,bo , (7.1) where T(2l and T(3l are defined in (2.12) and (2.13). The meaning of the coefficients f2 and f3 are the same as in all previous calculations, see expressions (3.5) and (3.6).
Due to symmetry of $0 only terms proportional to j3 in (7.1) are nonzero: Al = 37 c j3 ( Tf3)9, -Tt2)c,) .
(7.2) k<t Performing summation over k in the same way we have done before we get (in zeroth order with respect to S/r ):
Al=--3 (e2cz -e3cy) , 4m The values of I = J-", j(u,u') @(u,u') du du' f or several different functions f(u, u') are given in the following table. 
